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Abstract 
Given two complex vector bundles over a closed smooth manifold, we compare results concern- 
ing the existence and the (homotopy) classification of complex vector bundle monomorphisms on 
one hand and of real ones on the other hand. The two theories are related by transition homomor- 
phisms which turn out to fit into an exact Gysin sequence of normal bordism groups. A detailed 
study reveals astonishing phenomena, e.g., situations where no complex but infinitely many real 
monomorphisms exist. Also all possible combinations of finiteness/infiniteness for the following 
two numbers occur already over products of spheres: (i) the number of complex monomorphisms 
which become homotopic as real monomorphisms, and (ii) the number of real monomorphisms 
which are not homotopic to complex ones. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Vector bundle monomorphism; Plane field; Singularity; Normal bordism 
Ah4S classijcation: 55S35: 57R22; 57R90; 58A30 
Introduction 
Throughout this paper let M be a closed connected (nonempty) smooth manifold of 
dimension n, and let cy and p denote complex vector bundles over Al of underlying real 
dimensions u and b, respectively. 
Both in the complex and in the real setting the singularity method (see, e.g., [5]) offers 
a very geometric approach to the question whether Q occurs as a subbundle of Y and, 
if so, in how many different ways. To be more precise, we want to study vector bundle 
monomorphisms from Q to $, and throughout this paper we consider them as equal or 
different according to whether they are (regularly) homotopic or not. 
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We are specifically interested in comparing the resulting existence and classification 
theories in the two settings with one another. It turns out that they are related by the 
transition homomorphisms (of normal bordism groups) 
(see Sections 1 and 2 and, in particular, Theorem 2.4) which involve the geometry of the 
fibration (of projective spaces) 
lRP(l)cIWP(a-l)+CP i-1 
( > 
in a fiberwise fashion. 
If Q happens to be the trivial complex line bundle, then ei is split injective for all i E Z. 
Thus there is a complex monomorphism ‘u. :Q: c--) /I precisely if a real monomorphism 
exists; moreover, different complex monomorphisms cannot become equal in the real 
setting. 
However, for general Q the situation can be much more complicated. Fortunately the 
transition homomorphisms ei turn out to fit into a long exact Gysin sequence (see Sec- 
tion 3) which often allows explicit calculations. For example, after tensorizing with Q 
we obtain a sequence which involves only rational (co-)homology, but which still can 
answer interesting finiteness questions. Note, for instance, that in a suitable dimension 
range the cardinality 1 ker ~~+~_b 1 is the “number” different complex monomorphisms 
cx pi p-if any-which are equal as real monomorphisms; in contrast, the quotient 
lOO/ 1 coker enfa-b 1 (defined to be 0 if the cokemel is infinite) is the “percentage” of com- 
plex among real monomorphisms-if any-(see Remark 2.6). This explains the geometric 
significance of the following table which is obtained via our rational Gysin sequence. 
Example. Let a = 2, b = n > 4, ,0 arbitrary and let cr be any nontrivial complex line 
over the product of spheres given below. Then we have the (in)finiteness constellations 
indicated in Table 1. 
If, e.g., in the bottom line /3 is trivial and QI pulls back from a factor torus S’ x S’, 
then ~2 has also infinite image and thus the following phenomena occur: 
(i) infinitely many different complex monomorphisms Q: c, /3 yielding the same real 
monomorphism; 
(ii) infinitely many different real monomorphisms obtained from complex ones; but: 




s2 x y-2 
s2 x s’ x sn-” 
s2 x s2 x smp4 
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Of course, for many purposes rational considerations are far too crude. In Section 4 
we combine the full power of our Gysin sequence with singularity techniques to deduce 
precise existence and enumeration results. We also work out several concrete examples 
which illustrate further astonishing phenomena, e.g., situations where no complex, but 
infinitely many real monomorphisms exist (cf. Examples 4.9 and 4.10) or where infinitely 
many different monomorphisms IL : (1 -+ /3 give rise to only finitely many isotopy classes 
of image subbundles U(Q) c /j (cf. Remark 4.11). 
Conventions. Often p and 7r will denote natural projections. Obvious pullbacks are often 
dropped from the notation. Sometimes vector bundles are given (smooth) inner products 
(whose choice usually does not matter). 
1. Complex and real singularity theory 
In this section we recall the (very parallel) existence and classification results in the 
complex and in the real setting (see [5,9,10]). 
Throughout this paper let @P(a) denote the complex projectification of (Y (i.e., the 
manifold of all complex lines through 0 in any of the fibers (uZ, z E M), and let Xc, 
&, p*(a), p*(W) denote the canonical complex line bundle, its complex conjugate and 
the obvious pullbacks over U’(Q), respectively. 
Now pick any section SC of the homomorphism bundle 
Home (Xg:>p*(P)) g XC 8~ P*(I~) 
over @P(Q) which is transverse to the zero section 2. Its zero manifold 5’~ = s@‘(Z) 
comes naturally equipped with two important data: 
(i) a continuous map g@ : SC 4 CP(cy); and 
(ii) a stable vector bundle isomorphism 
?&: IKN+2 c4 TSc CD 1, & p*(P) 
” RN 9x, @cp’(a) @p’(TM), N >> 0 
(here g@ is just the inclusion; SC incorporates the normal bundle isomorphism 
v($, @P(a)) E 5~ @ p*(p) determined by SC, as well as the canonical tangent bundle 
isomorphism 
(compare, e.g., [3, p. 971)). 
The resulting “normal bordism class” (cf., e.g., [S]) 
JC(%P) := [&.!/C>&] E fk+<l-b-2((=$&@@) (1.1) 
is a well-defined obstruction independent of the choice of SC. Here the “coefficient 
bundle” CD’@ over @P(tr) is given by 
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Theorem C (M. da Silva; compare [9, Theorem 4.9, p. 401). Assume 
n<2(b-a)+l. (1.3) 
Then there exists a complex vector bundle monomorphism u : Q ct ,B if and only if 
wC(w a) = 0. 
There is also a relative version of this result. If applied to the manifold n/f x I with 
boundary, it yields a difference invariant 
&(uO,u) E %+a-6-l (=+);@C) (1.4) 
which is an obstruction to a regular complex homotopy joining two complex vector 
bundle monomorphisms ~0, u : o - /j. Moreover, if 
n < 2(b - a), (1.5) 
then regular homotopy classes [u] of such monomorphisms-if they exist-correspond 
bijectively (via [u] H &(~a, u), ua fixed) to the elements of the normal bordism group 
%+a-b-l (@P(a); @CC). 
The completely analogous theory for real vector bundle monomorphisms has been 
discussed in detail in [5] (see, in particular, Proposition 2.15 as well as Theorems 3.7 
and 4.14). It yields the normal bordism invariant 
w(o, P) = IS> g> 91 E GL+a-h-l @P(o); @) (1.1’) 
with coefficient bundle 
@:=X@p-X@a-TM> (1.2’) 
where X denotes the canonical real line bundle over the reul projectification IKP(o) of 
Ly. If 
72 < 2(b-a) - 1: (1.3’) 
then W(Q, p) is the precise obstruction to the existence of a real vector bundle monomor- 
phism Q of ,L?. Such monomorphisms u-if they exist-are classified up to (regular) 
homotopy by the elements of QnfaPb @P(LY); @) (via the real difference invariant 
d(uo, u) ( 1.4’) 
where 210 is fixed), provided we work in the dimension range 
n. < 2(b - n) - 2. (1.5’) 
2. The transition homomorphism 
In this section we define the homomorphisms 
& : f2i_j (@P(cw); @c) + L?i(iRP(ai); CD)> i E z, (2.1) 
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and show that they relate complex to real singularity theory. Moreover, we discuss the 
geometric significance of the kernel and the cokernel of ~?,+,,_b. 
Given any element in the normal bordism group 6$_ 1 (@P(o); c&), represent it by a 
smooth map y@ : SC + CP(n) and a vector bundle isomorphism 
as in the discussion preceding ( 1.1). Consider the bundle diagram 





St: SL‘ >@P(a) 
where 57 is the pullback of the canonical RP( 1)-bundle 7r: every real line 1 in any o,, 
J: E N, spans the complex line r(I). Similarly, every real homomorphism from 1 into a 
complex vector space extends to a complex homomorphism. Thus, given any complex 
vector bundle y over CP(a), the pullback of 3, @c 2 ” Homc(X@, y) to RP(tr) 
is canonically R-isomorphic to X @ T*(Y) 2 HomR(X, y). Also note that (due to the 
complex structure on cw) the tangent bundle along the fibers of 57 is naturally trivialized. 
Therefore F lifts ?& to the vector bundle isomorphism 
3: I@@TS@X@p*(:-I) “IW”~Xl~;clp*((y)~p*(Tnl) 
over S. We defne the normal bordism homomorphism in (2.1) by 
eF[SGLX>?J@l:= [S,Y.I]. (2.3) 
Theorem 2.4. The complex and real existence obstructions are related by 
I)n+a-b-l (W(% 0)) = U(Q. P). (2.5) 
!f’complex monomorphisms ILL: UI : CL c--t /3 exist, then their complex and real diflerence 
invariants sati.@ 
p,,+,-h(&(U,,, U,)) = d(uo,u,). (2.6) 
Proof. A generic complex vector bundle homomorphism SC : XC + p*(p) over CP(o) 
pulls back (via 7r) and restricts to a real homomorphism s : X + p*(p) over RP(u), 
and the zero set S of s is precisely the full RP( 1)-bundle over the zero set SC of 
se. Moreover, the normal bundle isomorphisms v(S~, CP(a)) e 1~ @ p*(/3)ISc and 
V(S. RP(a)) ” x @ p*(p)IS are compatible, and so are the canonical isomorphisms 
@ x1 T Fe E Hom@(X@, cr) and IR @ TFR 2 HomR( X, 0) which describe the tangent 
bundles TFK along the fibers of the projection n in iKP(o) (R = @, R). It follows that 
the complex and real singularity data are related by the homomorphisms ei. 0 
Remark 2.7. The homomorphisms Q; describe the transition from complex to real sin- 
gularity invariants essentially via “exhausting” the kernel of the complex vector bundle 
homomorphism SR: Xc + p*(d) by the real lines which lie in this kernel. This is very 
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similar to the procedure which relates the kernel of any suitable singular vector bundle 
homomorphism u: a + p over M to our definition of the singularity invariants which 
involves sections (= homomorphisms) over WE’(o), IK = C or Iw (compare [5, 2.15)). 
Remark 2.8. Suppose that 71, < 2(b-n) - 2 and that a complex monomorphism u. : cr L) 
p exists. By Section 1 then the source-and the target group-of 
classifies complex-and real-vector bundle monomorphisms U: Q L-) p completely 
up to (regular) homotopy. Thus the kernel and cokemel of @n+n-b play a central role 
when we compare the two settings. The cardinality 1 ker Q~+~-!~) equals the “number” 
of nonhomotopic complex monomorphisms which become homotopic as real monomor- 
phisms. Similarly, ( coker &+a_b / is the ratio comparing all homotopy classes of real 
monomorphisms u : a -+ ,!? to those which contain a complex monomorphism. For ex- 
ample, if 1 coker @n+a_b 1 = 2, then one “half” the real monomorphisms are homotopic 
to a complex monomorphism, and the other “half” are not (there are infinitely many 
homotopy classes of each type when the image of en+a_b happens to be infinite). If 
1 coker@lL+U_bJ = CC then, in a much stronger sense, infinitely many (indeed, “most” ) 
real monomorphisms are not homotopic to a complex monomorphism. In the following 
sections we will illustrate various such possibilities by simple concrete examples. 
3. A useful Gysin sequence 
In this section we show that the transition homomorphisms ei tit into a normal bordism 
Gysin sequence. This will be used to study, e.g., the kernel and the cokernel of &+a_b 
which (as we just saw) are of central importance when we compare the classification 
theories of complex and of real monomorphisms. 
Let A : = XC @C Xc denote the tensor square of the canonical complex line bundle Xc 
over W(Q). 
Theorem 3.1. There is an (infinite) exact sequence of normal bordism groups 
In particular; ker ei = image A,n+ l and coker ei e ker An,. 
Proof. This is based on 
(i) the normal bordism sequence of the pair (A, A-zero section 2) of topological 
spaces; 
(ii) the Thorn isomorphisms 
ni,, (A, A - 2; 7r*(@@ - A)) + Ri_, (W(a); @C) 
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obtained by intersecting transversely with the zero section 2 = @P(o) in the 
total space A (this procedure also defines the homomorphisms A,di in the exact 
sequence); and 
(iii) the crucial observation that the squaring map Q : Xc --) A, Q(y) : = y @I@ y for 
y E Xc, induces a diffeomorphism q from the RP( 1 )-bundle JRP(o) = IRP(Xc) 
to the St-bundle S’(A), and q commutes with the projections 7~ to the base space 
U’(a). Moreover, there is a natural trivialization 7r* (A) % IR.’ over S’ (‘4). Thus 
we obtain the isomorphism 
q* : R@U’(tu); CD 2 n*(c&-)) 5 Q@‘(A); TT*(&) - II@ ” ~~~(45~ - A)) 
which, when composed with our transition homomorphism ez (cf. (2.3)), just 
yields the “boundary” homomorphism of the original Gysin sequence. Indeed, 
when transforming a stable tangent bundle isomorphism g (as in (2.3)) q* respects 
the natural trivilizations (given by the complex structures) of the “vertical” tangent 
spaces (along the fibers in IwE’ and S’(A)) while leaving the “horizontal” 
component of 9 unchanged. 0 
Next recall that the normal bordism groups in Theorem 3.1 are finitely generated (cf., 
e.g., [5, 7.251); in particular, tensoring with Q preserves exactness. Moreover, for K = @ 
or JR we can use the rational Hurewicz isomorphism 
f& (BP(o); @,,(-A)) @ Q 5 H,(KP(n); &r) (3.2) 
(cf. [2, Proposition 5.21) to identify these two groups; here &I denotes the rational 
coefficient system associated with the (pullback of the) orientation line bundle AnTM 
of Al. 
Corollary 3.3. There is an exact sequence 
I + Hi+, (@P(cy); &I) *cl(x@): H,_, (CP(cl); &I) = H,(RP(cy); ijA.1) 
3 H,(C.P(cru)&) --f . . . 
In particular; the rational transition homomorphism does not really involve the target 
bundle [j anymore. 
This reduces the study of the kernel and cokemel of e @ idQ to simple computations 
in the rational (co)homology of @P(o). F or example, if a = 2, then @P(o) = A1 
and cl (Xc) = cl (0); the table in the introductions lists a few particularly easy special 
cases where it is even independent of the choice of the nontrivial complex line bundle 
Q whether (co)ker ~2 8 idq vanishes or not. 
If a is arbitrary, we can combine Corollary 3.3 with the exact Gysin sequence (compare, 
e.g., [7, 2.11) 
---f Hk(@P(a);ij*f) i”cl’:Hk(Al x @.P”;&,) 
(3.4) 
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where u’ = a/2 denotes the complex dimension of o. This allows to reduce the study 
of the homomorphism @a @ idq (which is relevant for classification questions in the 
important case when b = n) to computations in the rational (co)homology of the base 
manifold M itself. Since in (3.4) incl,k is injective for Ic < a we obtain, e.g., that 
coker(e, @ idq) % ker(H,(M; &[) ‘2 Ha(M; 6~)) (3.5) 
is isomorphic to H,(M; &J) if and only if WI (M) # 0 or c,/(o) has finite order. 
4. Complex line fields vs. real plane fields 
Throughout this section we assume that a = 2 and b = n, and we denote by b’ = b/2 
the complex dimension of the vector bundle /3. Then the relevant part of the Gysin 
sequence (3.1) takes the form 
. . . -+ f& (M; @‘c - A) n,2i R, (Ad; @c) 3 fl2 (RP(a); “) 
=L?2(M;@,-n) nnz f&(M; @c) % R, (Jw(cr); @) -+ ‘. . . (4.1) 
We will combine it with the exact singularity sequence (cf. [.5, 9.31) in order to compare 
the low-dimensional normal bordism groups involved in the existence and classification 
theories for monomorphisms from Q: to /3. Here we will need the following identities: 
WI (@c) = w CM); 
w~(c&-) = w~(@c - A) = b’zuz((U) + w2(P) + T&(M); and 
x(i% @c /?) = cb’(z& p) = cb’(p - a) = c ( - cl (a))‘cb’--i(P). 
i>O 
(4.2) 
Proposition 4.3. Assume a = 2 and b = n =: 2b’. 
I” M is nonorientable, the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) there exists a complex monomorphism u : cy of p; 
(ii) there exists a real monomorphism u : (u of /J; and 
(iii) w,(p - Q) = Ciao w2(~)~w,_2i(/3) vanishes. 
If M is orientable, then a complex monomorphism exists precisely when cb’ (P-Q) = 0; 
if in addition n > 4, a real monomorphism exists precisely when 
Cb’(p - a)[M] E 2.cr(a)(ker(w~(@~): H2(M;Z) --f &)). 
Proof. The complex obstruction ~@(a, /?) E L$(M; @pc) counts the zeroes of a generic 
section SC of i5 & p in Z if WI(M) = 0 and in Zz if WI (M) # 0, and must therefore 
coincide with X(Z @C p)[M] and w,(p - o)[M] 2, respectively. When this number van- 
ishes, the zeroes can be pushed suitably into a small ball B” in M such that s@(aB” 
gives rise to a degree 0 map and hence can be extended to a nowhere vanishing section 
over all of Bn. Thus we need no restriction on n in our existence claims for complex 
monomorphisms (nor for real monomorphisms if WI (M) # 0 since then (iii) implies 
even (i)). 
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Finally assume UI~ (hl) = 0 and consider the commuting diagram 
where the horizontal line is the exact singularity sequence of [5, Section 91. Thus 
2ct (o) ( ker (zQ(@c))) = image(Anz) = ker QI 
(4.4) 
(cf. (4.1)), and WC(CE,/~) = CW(/~ - a)[M] 1’ tes in this group precisely when the real 
obstruction w((Y, /I) = ~1 (WC(CY, 0)) vanishes (cf. Theorem 2.4). 0 
Example 4.5. Let pt , . . . : pb~ and p be arbitrary integers and consider the vector bundles 
cy = x, and P = X,, $ XPz CD @ Xpb, 
over standard complex projective space @P(7a/2), n. > 4 (here 
hh:=&J~C. 
@ 
i.e., ~1 (Xk) = X-cl (Xc), where XC denotes the canonical complex line bundle). 
Then 
Thus there exists a complex monomorphism a q [j precisely if p is one of the numbers 
pi, i.e., only if a equals already one of the factor line bundles X,, of 0. On the other 
hand, there exists a real monomorphism o -+ [j precisely if n:l, (pi - p) is divisible 
by 21, (when Cf’,(pa - p + 1) is odd) or by 4p (when C!l, (pz - p + 1) is even), 
resp. Of course, if p # 0 these divisibility conditions are in general much weaker (and 
more subtle) than the complex existence condition n(pi - p) = 0, and very often real 
monomorphisms cy -+ by exist when there are no complex ones, e.g., in the case when 
n = 6 and (p;f~,pz,ps) equals (1;2,3.4) or (3;4,5,6) or (3;5,5,6). Many more such 
examples can be given, e.g., based on the following observation: when TZ > 4 is arbitrary 
and p = PI . . . pb’, then there exists a real monomorphism o - /? if and only if at 
most one of the integers pl , . . .pbf is even. 0 
Next we study the groups which are relevant for comparing the complex and real 
classification theories. For this purpose we define homomorphisms 
/?,N = (uQ(@~) n ) oredz:H~(iV;~~r) + H,(N;&). N = M or RF’(a). 
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where EM is the (pullback of the) twisted integer coefficient system associated to the 
orientation line bundle A”TM of M, and red2 reduces the coefficients mod2. 
Proposition 4.6. Assume a = 2 and b = n. Then we have: 
(9 
(ii) 
ker ~2 E ker hnf/7r, (ker hap(,.,). 
In particular ~2 is injective, e.g., if H+‘(M; Z) = 0 or if 2cl (CI) = 0, and 
then each real homotopy class of monomorphisms QI + p contains at most one 
complex homotopy class (provided n > 4). 
1 cokerhhfl 1 kerIcI $W:!(@@) # 0; 
2.IHt(Mi&)l.Iker(2ct(c~): 
H2(M;Zhl) 4 Ho(n/l;Z~))l else. 
In particular, ~2 is surjective precisely if We # 0, hM is onto and k is injective; if 
in addition n > 4 and if there exists a complex monomorphism a of ,6, then each real 
monomorphism is homotopic to a complex one. 
Proof. 
(i) Consider the commuting diagram 
T* I r* 
f12(M x B0(2);& - /if r) _“?, fi3(M;@, - A) f7_ H3(M;&) hnn_ (4.7) 
I 1 
/ 





Here the horizontal “singularity sequences” are exact by [5, Theorem 9.31 (note es- 
pecially the footnote of p. 94). The vertical arrows belong to Gysin sequences as in 
Theorem 4.1; in particular, Ai counts the zeroes of sections in pullbacks of A = Q 8~ (Y 
over surfaces and must vanish since cl(n) = 2ct(cy). Therefore, A43 factors through 
image f3 = ker hh1, and ker ~2 = image An3 has the indicated form. 
In the special case 2ct (a) = 0 the transition homomorphism Q has even a left inverse: 
just intersect with the submanifold M x {*} of A4 x S’ = St (A) = IW((u) (cf. the 
observation (iii) in the proof of Theorem 3.1). 
(ii) Again we can use the singularity sequences and diagram (4.7) (after decreasing all 
dimensions by 1) to show that coker ~2 E ker An2 is an extension of fz(ker A,Q) = ker k 
by the image of 62. Our claims follow from the discussion in Section 2 and from [5, 
9.31. 0 
Table 2 
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Cl (0) # 0. W?(Q) # 0 0 0 I I 
c,(cl) # 0. W(@@) = 0 0 zz 2 4 
c,(o) = 0, tL’?(sp~) # 0 0 z I x 
c, (0) = 0, ?L’?(@C) = 0 0 z f3 ;zz 2 9c 
Example 4.8. Let o and /? be arbitrary complex vector bundles over M = @P(n/2) 
of real dimensions 2 and n, resp. (compare Example 4.5). Then Proposition 4.6 and the 
techniques of its proof yield the case by case information in Table 2 on the groups which 
compare and perform the classification of complex and real monomorphisms a -+ 8. 
Here 
We = red2 (c,(O) + cl (Xc) + : (ct (0) + ~1 (hc))) 
involves also the (parity of the first Chern class of the) target bundle /I (which, however, 
affects only the torsion; compare Corollary 3.3). The cardinalities in the right hand 
columns equal the numbers of complex and real monomorphisms, resp., when n > 4 and 
Example 4.9. Let pl: . . , phf and p be arbitrary integers and consider the vector bundles 
0 = A:, and II , I, 
I, 
P = A,, r8 Xp2 CB CE A,,,, 
over fW = @P(h’ - 1) x @P(l), 7~ > 4 (here Xl, = @?$A@ and Xl,l = @$A; denote the 
complex tensor powers of the canonical line bundles A& and A: over @P(b’ - 1) and 
C.P( I ), resp.). 
Then there exists a complex (or real) monomorphism (L q J precisely if p or pt +p2 + 
. . + pb’ is zero (or even, resp.); moreover, coker e2 ” ker A,,Q is infinite (by (4.1)~(4.4) 
and since Hz(Al; Z) = Z @ Z). 
Thus, if p or cpi is even, but both these integers are nonzero, then there exist no 
complex monomorphisms from o to 9 but infinitely many real ones. 
Example 4.10. Consider complex bundles o’ and 17’ = $ $ YTTT;(&-‘) over AI = 
S’ x S’ x S”-I, 71. = 2b’ > 4. Then the complex line bundles Q and @I are determined 
by the integers 
p:= ~t(o)[S x S’ x {*}I and 91 := cl(n)[S’ x 5” x {*}I; 
moreover, by Bott’s work (cf. [ 1, p. 561) any integer multiple of (h’ - 2)! may occur as 
the value of 
‘I2 := c,,_l (,&I) [ST’-*] 
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Note that We = redz(b’ p + 41) and cb/ (a @C p) [n/r] = (ql - p)qz. Moreover, since 
H3 (AI; Z) = 0, ~2 is injective on 
R,(M;@~)” ZElZ@ 
{ 
0 if ZQ(@C) # 0, i.e., if b’ . p $ ql(2); 
Zz if We = 0. 
Assume from now on that p # 0. Then we have from (4.1), (4.4) and [5, 9.31, that 
]cokere2/ = IkerAn*] = ]kerfz( = 
4 if wz(@(c) # 0; 
8 if WZ(@C) = 0. 
Thus if a complex monomorphism u : (Y - /!I exists (i.e., if qi = p or q2 = 0), then 
there are infinitely many such complex U, but also infinitely many noncomplex, only 
real monomorphisms (I: of /?. But contrary to the situation in Example 4.9 the cokernel 
of ~2 is finite here; so we may talk about “weak infiniteness” here: a strictly positive 
“percentage” (25% and 12.5%, resp.) of all real monomorphisms are regularly homotopic 
to complex ones. 
By Proposition 4.3 a real monomorphism Q c-) /? exists if and only if 
(41 -P> 42 E 
i 
4pZ if ~2 (C&J) # 0; 
2pZ if uiz(@c) = 0. 
Therefore, for many choices of p, 41 and q2 there are no complex monomorphisms but 
infinitely many real ones (just as in Example 4.9). 
Remark 4.11. The title of this section should be understood in a “parametrized” sense: 
we have classified subbundles u(o) of /3, together with “parametrizations” u: cz g U(Q). 
If we are only interested in the image subbundles u(o) c fi (without such a parametriza- 
tion), we have to divide out an action of H’(M; Z) E [AI, S’]. Indeed, two monomor- 
phisms U, U’ : a: it ,!I yield isotopic (complex or oriented real) image subbundles 
U,(Q), ~‘(a) c /3 if and only if there is a (complex or orientation preserving real) au- 
tomorphism g : ct + Q (i.e., essentially a map g : M + 5” = SO(2)) such that u’ and 
u o g are homotopic. 
In most of our examples this distinction need not be made since H’ (Ad; Z) = 0. But it 
becomes very relevant in Example 4.10; e.g., it will be shown elsewhere that the number 
]S@(ai, p)] of isotopy classes of complex sublinebundles Q! c ,!I which are abstractly 
isomorphic to (~lr, is given by: 
( 
0 if q2 # 0 and qr # p; 
IS@+, P) 1 = $;*;2 
if q2 # 0, q1 = p and W(@PC) # 0; 
if q2 # 0, q1 = p and wz(@@) = 0; 
00 if q2 = 0. 
Thus for p = q] and 42 # 0 infinitely many complex monomorphisms Q it p give rise 
only to finitely many nonisotopic image “line fields” U(Q) c /!I. 
Remark 4.12. Note the general tendency throughout the propositions and examples of 
this section that “there are more monomorphisms” in the cases when w2(@) = 0. 
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